The world of work is constantly
evolving but 2020 has seen
that evolution accelerate rapidly.
Our specialist consultants and speakers are available to
help your audiences understand what's going on for
employees today – and what's coming next.

Expert voices in
the World of Work.

From remote digital collaboration to culture change,
demand for greater diversity to a total overhaul of our
workplace environments, the employee experience
has never been under such scrutiny.
So how do we navigate this new landscape?
Our experts in engagement & internal communication,
D&I, behavioural science, strategy, leadership, cultural
anthropology and digital transformation can help challenge
your current perceptions and accelerate even better thinking.
Helping build employee engagement strategies for major
brands around the world, our consultants see both the
immense challenges and unparalleled opportunities 2020
has unleashed ... and already have their eyes on the
next workplace trends on the horizon.
Meet our speakers ...

About
Lindsay Kohler.
Lead behavioural scientist | Behavioural science
IN A NUTSHELL
Passionate about human behaviour,
Lindsay bridges the gap between
academic theory and consultancy
to create insights employers can
actually use to increase engagement
and drive meaningful change.

Recent

BRIEF BIO

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Lindsay bridges the gap between academic theory and
consultancy to create insights employers can use to
increase engagement.

• TheHRDirector
Storms ruthlessly exploit lack of preparedness

She has more than 10 years of employee engagement
consulting experience for Fortune 500 companies and
holds an MSc in Behavioural Science from The London
School of Economics and Political Science.
Her writing appears in a wide variety of industry
publications, including Forbes, TheHRDirector,
Workforce, CorpComms magazine and Human
Resource Executive.

• Poppulo
Employee wellbeing during Covid-19. What we
can learn from behavioural science
• CorpComms
3 easy ways to keep motivation high when
morale is low
• Forbes. Lindsay is a regular contributor.
Read her writing here

LINDSAY IN ACTION
• Driving Change Keynote, September 2019
• IC Leaders Forum Fireside Q&A, October 2019

WHAT LINDSAY TALKS ABOUT

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT LINDSAY

• The best ways to motivate employees
• What drives employee behaviour
• Why people are resistant to change

Connect
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lindsay.kohler@scarlettabbott.co.uk
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“
“

I just wanted to say how much I enjoyed
today’s session. The content was great,
and it was presented so well. I loved how
there was an example for everything.

• Webinar | Poppulo
Employee wellbeing in times of crisis
• Webinar | HR.com
What behavioural science tells us employees
need to hear
• Virtual bootcamp | Poppulo
How communication can shape better employee
health and welfare

Internal comms officer, National Grid

• Podcast | HerMoney
How to communicate in a remote work world

I loved this presenter and her tips.
We want more webinars with her concepts.

• Podcast | No More Long Talk
Using behavioural science in internal comms

Communication director, State Preservation Board

• Podcast | The Behaviourist
The dangling carrots of employee motivation

About
Russ Norton.
Head of client experience | Diversity and Inclusion
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Russ speaks passionately on the topic of diversity
and inclusion without getting tangled in the jargon.
Having led projects for numerous large organisations,
his specialism is cutting to the heart of the issue and
talking about D&I in a way that everyone can relate to.

• HRZone
Building stronger platforms for minorities

IN A NUTSHELL
The global focus on D&I has ignited
conversations which have been
needed for a long time.
D&I champion Russ Norton has
been leading these conversations
unflinchingly for years, helping
global organisations transform their
intention into action.

With experience working with Rolls-Royce, EY, eBay,
Aviva, Tommy Hilfiger and many more, Russ can
share both the theoretical and the idealistic, as well
as real-world examples of D&I in action.

• TheHRDirector
Unimaginable grief, pain and a rainbow
• Smarp
How to communicate D&I authentically
• Video guide
Five tips for planning and crafting authentic messages
• Whitepaper
Who's afraid of diversity and inclusion

RUSS IN ACTION

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT RUSS

WHAT RUSS TALKS ABOUT

• Why D&I and IC teams need each other
roundtable discussion, 22 July 2020
• Internal comms lessons from large
organisations, Institute of Directors,
20 August 2020

I really enjoyed the webinar!
Great conversation and especially
because it was varied and not just
the typical D&I topics.

• Podcast | No more long talk
Weaponise your uniqueness

• How to drive meaningful and lasting D&I change

Communications BP, UK logistics firm

CLIENTS

Connect

The session was fantastic and got us
really energised about our future plans
for comms around inclusion and allyship.

• Making D&I a strategic priority
• How to craft authentic D&I messaging

@
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“
“

Talent acquisition, UK technology firm

• Webinar | Communicating D&I authentically

About
Tony Stewart.
Head of digital | Digital Transformation
IN A NUTSHELL
How can digital platforms and
technologies help us solve our
communication, collaboration and
employee engagement challenges?
This is the question Tony asks and
answers for major global brands
every day.

Recent
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With a compelling voice and broad knowledge of digital
technologies, Tony brings unrivalled passion to his work
in the employee engagement space.

• Remote communities
How to build new bonds online

Weaving together his expertise in collaboration,
community and communication, Tony joins the digital
dots to find solutions that solve internal communications
challenges for major brands across the globe.
From apps to chatbots, social media platforms to
enterprise social networks, Tony has a gift
for surfacing and translating the business benefit through
a deep understanding of both message and medium.

• Zoom
Should we be worried?
• Office 365
2020 updates for internal comms teams
• Facebook Workplace
The overlooked internal comms nuances

TONY IN ACTION
• Webinar | ESNs v Intranets. The digital future of IC
• Webinar | Supporting a front-line workforce
• Webinar | Digital home working

WHAT TONY TALKS ABOUT
• Digital transformation in internal communications
• Enhancing the employee user experience
• Building online communities through digital platforms

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT TONY

“

Tony is an expert in all things digital and
he’s fantastic at sharing his knowledge.
He inspires those around him with his
passion for social collaboration.
Senior manager, HR and comms, DLA Piper
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tony.stewart@scarlettabbott.co.uk
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“

Tony very much lives and breathes all
things digital. His enthusiasm for this
area is truly infectious and engaging.
IC channels manager, Santander

• Webinar | Are IC teams ready for a digital future?

CLIENTS

About
Lisa Hawksworth.
Senior consultant | Measurement and Culture
IN A NUTSHELL
Lisa is passionate about internal
communications measurement
and what it reveals about an
organisation's culture.
She takes complex data and
transforms it into strategies that
drive lasting change.

WHAT LISA TALKS ABOUT

BRIEF BIO

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

A senior consultant working across some of our
biggest accounts, Lisa delivers complex strategic
content for extensive global audiences.

• HRZone
The Remote Revolution. How working from home is
changing company culture

Combining the solid academic grounding of two
Masters degrees with more than a decade of in-house
and agency experience, Lisa asks the strategic
questions that uncover employee insights around
real business challenges.
Lisa’s work in the field of culture is helping organisations
take this theoretical topic and make it concrete –
measuring specific cultural elements to help form
action plans to evolve or protect their culture.

• The hidden stories data can reveal in your organisation

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT LISA

“

Lisa’s cultural diagnostic made it
crystal clear what we needed to do to
move forward – she got us unstuck!
Head of HR, financial services organisation

Connect
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lisa.hawksworth@scarlettabbott.co.uk
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• HRZone
Virtual Inclusivity. How to establish an inclusive
culture while working from home
• HRZone
Who are the cultural influences in your organisation?
• IoIC Voice
Building trust in a post-truth world
• Whitepaper
Coronavirus, lockdown and the impact of remote
working on organisational cultures

LISA IN ACTION

• Harnessing organisational culture to drive change
• How and what to measure in internal communications

Recent

“

So many people focus on
why measurement is difficult.
Lisa focuses on how to make it easy.
Internal communications director, supermarket

• Webinar | Hard to reach audiences.
Is it even harder now?

CLIENTS

About
Rachel Thornton.
Co-founder and owner | Strategy and Leadership

BRIEF BIO
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With a 27-year career spanning journalism, in-house
and consultancy roles, Rachel has a unique,
challenging and fresh perspective on how
communication and engagement can positively
impact business performance.

• Poppulo
Actions speak louder than words. Creating life-long
employee advocacy

IN A NUTSHELL
As well as leading one of Europe's
leading employee engagement
consultancies, Rachel is an
in-demand facilitator, executive
coach and strategic advisor.
A gifted big-picture thinker, she works
with the C-suite of major brands to
accelerate thinking on strategy,
leadership and high performance.

WHAT RACHEL TALKS ABOUT
• Building better leaders – and how to communication coach them

Co-founder and owner of scarlettabbott,
she divides her time leading a team of consultants,
providing strategic coaching and consultancy, and,
most recently, co-authoring a book on building better
leaders, business and selves.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT RACHEL

“

rachel.thornton@scarlettabbott.co.uk

Rachel is excellent at bringing a strong brand
experience to life through quite radical internal
communication and engagement activities.
Whilst very commercially focused, she is also in
touch with people and how they think and feel ...
a balance that has made her an expert in her field.
Jane Hanson, chief people officer, Nationwide Building Society

• Communicating change to deliver outcomes

@

“

As a leader Rachel is truly inspiring - courageous,
driven, passionate and will pull the absolute best
from everyone she works with. As a consultant,
she combines tremendous knowledge, experience
and strategic thinking, with a positivity and energy
that will shift the most ingrained sceptic!
Charlie Sampson, executive coach and leadership expert
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RACHEL IN ACTION
• Panellist | The Great Comms Debate
• Webinar | Increasing leader visibility
• Webinar | The future of Leadership
• Podcast | Internal Comms, so what?

• Turning strategy into action in complex organisations

Connect

Recent

CLIENTS

About
Dr Alex Gapud.
Consultant | Cultural Anthropology
IN A NUTSHELL
Alex gets under the skin of the dayto-day experiences and interactions
that make up an organisation’s
culture and affects its people.
Through ethnography, interviews and
focus groups he helps global brands
understand how wider social trends
and human experiences can drive
positive change in their organisation.

WHAT ALEX TALKS ABOUT
• A deep understanding of how culture works
• How culture is a vital component to strategy and change
• The cultural elements that enable and support D&I initiatives
• The synergies between cultural anthropology and business

Connect
@
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alex.gapud@scarlettabbott.co.uk
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Prior to joining scarlettabbott in early 2020,
Alex was a Teaching Fellow in the Department of
Social Anthropology at the University of Edinburgh.
While completing his PhD there, he also received two
university-wide awards for his exceptional teaching.
He stays close to the student pulse through mentoring
current and former undergraduate, Masters, and PhD
students across the UK.

• HRZone
Unlocking the wider potential of employee advocacy

Alex blends academic theory and insight together
with practical application on a wide variety of issues
such as organisational culture, diversity and inclusion,
employee advocacy, and anthropology and business.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY
ABOUT ALEX

“

Alex has a wonderful ability to make
people feel at home in his company.
His thoughtful and perceptive
questions help to show me new
perspectives, allowing me to
discover seemingly simple solutions
to what felt like complex problems.
Mentee, University of Edinburgh

• Institute of Internal Communication
Internal communications and employee engagement:
a promising destination for anthropology graduates
• SA Article
5 cultural changes we're experiencing in our
world of work
• SA Article
Internal communications. The home of the workplace
cultural anthropologist

Contact.
For more information please get in touch.

Kate Went
Marketing, PR and social media manager
01904 540045
07803 413926
kate.went@scarlettabbott.co.uk
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